Abstract. The analysis of microarray data from time-series experiments requires specialised algorithms, which take the temporal ordering of the data into account. In this paper we explore a new architecture of Bayesian classifier that can be used to understand how biological mechanisms differ with respect to time. We show that this classifier improves the classification of microarray data and at the same time ensures that the models can easily be analysed by biologists by incorporating time transparently. In this paper we focus on data that has been generated to explore different types of muscular dystrophy.
Introduction
The analysis of microarray data has previously focussed on the clustering of genes into groups of similar expression profiles. This has amongst other things allowed biologists to infer the functions of previously unknown genes. More recently, methods to learn gene networks from such data have been explored with the aim of trying to investigate more than just pairwise relationships and understand the interactions between genes in more detail [7] . Another research problem that has arisen from microarray data is the classification of different samples of data into categories such as diseased and control groups. Many microarray datasets contain thousands of genes and the number of samples are usually very small. Therefore methods such as feature selection are required to prevent over-fitting. Previously we have developed a method for classifying this sort of data that uses simple models, sampling and global feature selection algorithms [17] .
Microarray data from time-series experiments, where gene expression profiles are measured over the course of the experiment, require specialised algorithms. Recently, papers have documented using time-series models to capture the temporal relationships between genes [12, 19] . Previously, we have investigated Bayesian classifiers for modelling relationships between different variables over time to classify visual field data [13] . This made use of dynamic links between genes. However, another method can be used to model temporal relationships which are relative to a fixed point in time, say the birth of an organism or the onset of a medical condition, where any feature over time is measured from that point. For example, if a variable can be used to determine medication for a condition that has been diagnosed previously then the decision is dependent on the time since the diagnosis. In this paper we introduce new models that capture temporal relationships and help to understand how biological mechanisms differ. We aim to improve the classification of time-series microarray data using new forms of Bayesian classifiers, whilst at the same time ensuring that the models can easily be analysed by biologists by using models that incorporate time transparently. These classifiers are described in Section 2. We focus on microarray data that has been generated in order to explore the different types of muscular dystrophy. The data and the experiments carried out are also described in Section 3. Section 4 documents the results and analyses the results whilst Section 5 concludes with implications and lines for future work.
Methods

Bayesian classifiers
Bayesian Networks (BNs) [11] are probabilistic models that can be used to model data transparently. This means that it is relatively easy to explain to non-statisticians how the data are being modelled unlike other 'black box' methods. A BN is a directed acyclic graph consisting of links between nodes that represent variables in the domain. Links are directed from a parent node to a child node, and with each node there is an associated set of conditional probability distributions.
Bayesian classifiers are a special form of Bayesian network where one node represents some classification of the data. The simplest Bayesian classifier is the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC). This classifier has been used with surprising success, given its simplicity, on a number of different applications. It consists of a set of probability distributions for each variable given the class. The assumption behind this is that each variable is independent of one another given the class. A more general Bayesian Network Classifier (BNC) includes links between the predictor variables [6] . This requires learning a network structure between variables using some scoring metric coupled with a heuristic search. An example of the structure of each classifier is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Many datasets involve measurements of variables over time and the dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [5] is an extension of the BN to handle the sort of relationships found in time-series. A DBN is a BN where the N nodes represent variables at differing time slices. Therefore links occur between nodes over time and within the same time lag.
As opposed to DBNs, BNs can also incorporate time by including temporal nodes into the Bayesian network structures. For example, Friedman et al. [7] used this method when modelling yeast cell-cycle data where the temporal node was made the parent of every gene node.
In order to classify new data given a Bayesian classifier we need to perform inference and in this paper, we use a form of stochastic simulation called logic sampling [11] because of its speed and its intuitive appeal. We now discuss how these methods of incorporating time can be used to analyse and classify gene expression data with respect to absolute and relative temporal relationships. Figure 2 illustrates the classifier architecture that we explore in this paper, the Temporal BN Classifier (TBNC). The TBNC allows genes to be conditioned upon a node that represents the time from some reference as well as other genes and the class node. Therefore the classification will take into account the time from the reference as well as the log ratio of the gene.
Incorporating time into Bayesian classifiers
Learning the classifiers
For all classifiers the links between the class node and every gene are automatically inserted and fixed during the search. Links between genes and between the time node and genes are explored using a simulated annealing approach similar to one we used in [17] but that minimises the Mimimum Description Length (MDL) of the network [9] . The main idea behind MDL is to compute the description length of the network as the sum of the description length of the model and the description length of the data given the model. For our problem, this is given by
where s i is the number of discretized states of the gene variable X i , n(x ij |c) is the number of cases in the dataset where X i takes on its jth unique state within the samples from class c, and n(c) = s j=1 n(x ij |c) is the total number of samples from class c. π X i is the parent set of X i , q i is the number of unique instantiations of the parents of node X i . Fromp(x|c), an estimate of p(c|x) is calculated using Bayes rule and the resulting classification rule assigns the sample x to the class associated to the highest estimated probability. H(X i |C) = − j,c n(x ij , c) log n(x ij |c) and M is the number of biological samples. More complex networks are expected to lead to a shorter description of the data given the model at the expense of a longer description needed to describe the model itself. In this way, the score in Eq. (1) provides a trade-off between complexity of the model and goodness-of-fit to the data. Furthermore, the factor log M 2 in Eq. (2) is a penalty term based upon the sample size [8] . For datasets where the sample size is particularly small, this penalty will have a more pronounced effect.
This global optimisation search was chosen with the aim of avoiding local optima, which many greedy searches suffer from. The main idea behind our method is to make small changes to the classifier structure and then score the network. The changes involve using three operators, add, delete and swap to randomly add a link, remove a link and swap a link.
The optimisation algorithm is documented fully below, where D represents the input data, the initial annealing temperature is denoted by t 0 , the cooling parameter for the temperature by c, the maximum number of scoring function calls by maxfc and the score of a network by score(bn), computed by the MDL. R(0, 1) is a uniform random number generator with limits 0 and 1. For all our experiments, we set t 0 to 1. This was based upon the initial scores when applied to the dataset investigated in this paper (we have generally found that a good starting temperature is similar to the changes in score in the early iterations). maxfc was set to 10000 as this was found through empirical analysis to ensure that convergence has occurred on the dataset explored. c was set to 0.999, calculated to ensure that the temperature after maxfc iterations was suitably close to zero.
Initialise bn to a Bayesian classifier with no inter-gene links result = bn oldscore = score(bn) While f c maxf c do For each operator do Apply operator to bn newscore = score(bn) 
Muscular dystrophy data
Muscular dystrophies are a heterogeneous group of inherited disorders characterized by progressive muscle wasting and weakness. The genetic defects underlying many muscular dystrophies have been elucidated [3, 4] . A particular subset of muscular dystrophies is caused by mutations in genes coding for constituents of the dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex (DGC). Mutations in the dystrophin gene cause Duchenne muscular dystrophy, whereas mutations in sarcoglycan genes are responsible for Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophies. Large-scale gene expression profiling of mouse models known to recapitulate different human muscular dystrophies was performed to delineate the molecular mechanisms underlying the shared and distinct phenotypic characteristics [14, 15] .
The MDX mouse is a mouse model for Duchenne muscular dystrophy, beta-sarcoglyan-deficient (BSG) and gamma-sarcoglycan-deficient (GSG) mice are mouse models for Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophies 2E and 2C. Expression profiles were generated from two individual mice (two biological replicates) at different ages: 1, 2.5, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 20 weeks. There were four technical replicates in the experiment: the arrays were spotted in duplicate and the samples were hybridized twice (dye-swapped). The arrays used were spotted 7.5 K 65-mer oligonucleotide arrays (Sigma-Genosys mouse library). A temporal loop hybridization design was applied in which consecutive time points were hybridized to the same array. The data were normalised using the all.norm function from the smida R-library. The method essentially corrects for spatial, dye and across-array effects. These normalization procedures are applied in a sequential manner, starting with local corrections and proceeding towards more global corrections like across-array normalization. More details about the methods can be found in [18] . The log-ratios of the gene expression at a particular time point with respect to the first time point were then considered for the study. These were estimated from the raw log-ratios using a simple linear model [18] . The data were then discretised into four states using a frequency-based policy whereby the resultant genes appear in each state with equal probability.
For this paper, we focused on the analysis of three subsets of genes. These subsets were selected on the basis of a new statistical algorithm that we previously described. This algorithm involves the fit of a second order polynomial through the temporal expression data of each class, followed by the application of a Hotelling T-test to test for differential expression between the classes [16] . The different subsets are:
a) The 50 most significant genes from the hotelling T-test, testing differential expression between the four classes simultaneously [16] . From now on we refer to this as the simultaneous − test dataset. b) A combination of biomarker genes for WT, MDX, BSG and GSG. The biomarker list is generated by taking those genes that have adjusted p-value < 0.05 in three pairwise hotelling T-tests. For example, for MDX p < 0.05 for MDX vs WT, MDX vs BSG AND MDX vs GSG. We refer to the concatenated list for WT, MDX, BSG and GSG as the pairwise-test dataset. The individual lists of biomarker genes (used to create Fig. 9 ) are referred to as WT-PT, MDX-PT, BSG-PT, and GSG-PT, respectively. c) Those genes with adjusted p < 0.05 in simultaneous test and quadratic coefficients from fitted parabolic curve > 0.03 or < − 0.03 in either WT, MDX, BSG or GSG. From now on we refer to this as the strong-temporal-effect dataset, because this selection of genes demonstrates most extensive temporal regulation, but are not necessarily the most discriminative genes between classes.
As there are two independent biological samples for each class of muscular dystrophy, we have decided to perform two-fold cross validation where one experiment involves training from data based solely on one biological sample and tested on the other. This approach avoids testing on data that are highly correlated with the training set (as a higher correlation is expected between technical repeats). Furthermore, for each fold, we repeat the network search 10 times, due to the stochastic nature of our simulated annealing algorithm. For each of these runs, the frequency count is maintained for each link in all networks generated on the training data for the corresponding fold and the classifiers tested on the portion of data taken out. In this way we are able to produce a confidence measure for each link in the network based on different training samples. This is similar to the method used by [7] , where the confidence measure on links in a Bayesian network is achieved by bootstrapping the data.
Results
First of all we investigate the accuracy of the classifiers when determining whether the disease is not present (the wild-type) or, if it is, which form the disease takes -a four class classification problem. Figure 3 shows the accuracy of the classifiers when applied to each of the three datasets. It is evident that the simple NBC performs the worst with accuracies ranging from 87% to 93% (note that a totally random classification output would result in 25% accuracy). The BNC which models the dependencies between genes results in an increase in the mean accuracy for all datasets except pairwise-tests which shows a slight decrease. This could be due to spurious correlations being learnt due to temporal relationships not being taking into account and this is supported by the fact that the TBNC performs considerably better on the simultaneous-test and strong-temporal-effect datasets and slightly on the pairwise-tests, with accuracies ranging from 93% to 97%.
The results on the pairwise-tests dataset in general showed least improvement when taking time into account. Indeed, early experiments actually generated worse accuracies than for NBC. This was likely to be due to overfitting on data that did not exhibit much temporal variation. Therefore, the penalty term in Eq. (2) was doubled to logM for this dataset to generate less connected networks to minimise overfitting. The results shown here are those generated with the increased penalty term. It can be seen that there is still little increase over NBC. This highlights the risk of using more complex temporal 5 . Examples of genes found associated with the time node for the simultaneous-test dataset. Dusp13 (top) and Fpr-rs (bottom) were found in 100% and 5% of runs, respectively. models when learning classifiers, particularly when there is little temporal information exhibited in the data. However, if a strict enough penalty term is used to reduce overly complex networks then overfitting can be avoided. It should be noted that in contrast to the pairwise-test data, the results on the other datasets demonstrated considerable improvement without need for a stronger penalty term, in particular the strong-temporal-effect dataset, which improved from 85% to 96%.
We now look at the accuracy of the methods for each of the four classes in Fig. 4 . It appears that the wild-type (WT) and the MDX form of muscular dystrophy are more easily classified than the BSG and GSG forms for all datasets. This is probably because the disease progression in the two sarcoglycanopathies (BSG and GSG mice) is similar and more progressive than in the dystrophinopathy (MDX), which makes it more difficult to discriminate between the two. BSG may be even harder to classify than GSG due to the fact that the GSG mice demonstrate a slightly more severe phenotype than the BSG mice. Notice, that the TBNC performs the best across all classes for both the simultaneous-test and strong-temporal-effect datasets but that the results are much less clear on the pairwise-tests dataset with NBC slightly outperforming the others for MDX and GSG. This implies that the genes contained within pairwise-tests classify the data without taking into account the temporal information, unlike the other two datasets. By looking at the coefficients of the fitted polynomial curves through the temporal expression profiles, it is clear that indeed the genes in the pairwise-tests demonstrate less extensive temporal regulation, but are rather differentially expressed over the whole time-course. Also, notice that the TBNC improvement is more pronounced on the BSG classification for all the datasets, but also on the MDX and GSG classification on the strong-temporal-effect dataset. This implies that the relationship between the genes and the class should take into account the temporal information in order to generate reliable predictions when classifying such data.
Due to the transparent nature of Bayesian network classifiers we can explore some of the discovered relationships between genes including the temporal aspect in TBNC.
For the three MD datasets, we plot a sample of the gene that was discovered to be most commonly associated with the time node and that which was least. The plots in Figs 5-7 show the expression profiles of these genes. Notice that there is in general more overlap in expression values between the classes on the genes commonly associated with the time node: A gene may have high expression in the earlier time points for one class but low expression later on, whereas for another class the same gene may be lowly expressed early on and highly expressed later. If time is not taken into account then this relationship between gene and class is lost, and only genes that have consistently high or low expression for each class will assist classification.
For example, the genes found in the simultaneous-test dataset are shown in Fig. 5 . Dusp13 is shown to have lower expression in the earlier timepoints for GSG than for BSG but this is not the case at later timepoints. For the pairwise-tests dataset (in Fig. 6 ), Pdlim1 appears to have numerous overlaps throughout the time course between the different classes. This is also the case in the strong-temporal- Fig. 7 . Examples of genes found associated with the time node for the strong-temporal-effect dataset. Errb2ip (top) and Ryr1 (bottom) were found in 45% and 0% of runs, respectively. effect dataset where Errb2ip also contains numerous overlaps between the classes in Fig. 7 .
In contrast to the genes found linked to the time node with high-frequency, the low-frequency genes in Figs 5-7 show significantly less change over time within each class, despite being good at differentiating the class in some cases. For example, FPr-rs in Fig. 5 shows that GSG is consistently lower than the other classes and MDX is nearly always higher than the others. This implies that the gene is very good at distinguishing the classes but that it does not require time to make the prediction. A similar observation can be made about Ryr1 in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 6 , Acdc appears to contain some overlaps so it was surprising not to see this gene associated with the time node. However, there could easily be other genes that capture a similar relationship more consistently or robustly than this gene, so it could be that Acdc does not influence the network scoring metric enough to justify a link to the time node (recall that overly connected networks are penalised). Tables 1-3 report the most commonly occurring links during learning the TBNCs for each MD dataset where Time denotes the temporal node. Notice that for the simultaneous-test dataset all of the links found with high frequency are associated with the time node. This is likely to be because this dataset contains the most significant differences in temporal behaviour between the classes. In contrast, the pairwise-tests dataset has many links between genes but with lower overall frequencies. This makes sense when looking at the accuracies in Figs 3 and 4 as the TBNC only showed a very small improvement over the NBC and BNC. The strong-temporal-effect dataset also has many links associated with the time node but the frequencies are generally lower than for the simultaneous-test dataset, indicating less confidence in the genes being differentially expressed. We also explore the relationships further using inference on a small subnetwork generated from the most interesting discovered links for the Simultaneous-Test data. Figure 8 shows such a network for three genes when (a) time is not observed and, (b) time is observed allowing the predicted class to be calculated with much higher confidence. In Fig. 8(a) , class 0 and 3 are both potential classes (representing WT and GSG with probabilities of 0.662 and 0.287, respectively) whereas when Time is taken into account as in Fig. 8(b) the classification is resolved to class 3 -GSG -with a probability of 0.988. This nicely demonstrates how certain genes can be made to add useful information to a classifier but only when time is also a factor.
Dlk1 is highly expressed at the first time point and drops down quickly after that. However, the rate and the timing of the decrease in expression is very different for the four animal models. This was confirmed by an independent quantitative PCR assay [16] . The different temporal profiles for the different strains makes it logical that the time node is required here for correct and highly accurate classification. Dlk1 is an interesting gene with respect to muscle disease, since mutations in sheep leading to prolonged postnatal expression give rise to the callipyge muscular hypertrophy phenotype [1, 10] . From the literature, Dusp13 is a highly muscle-and testis-specific protein [2] . The expression in Fig. 9 . The accuracy of the TBNC when applied to the subsets based upon the pairwise tests for the four different classes. a) using the pairwise-tests criteria and b) using the strong-temporal-effect criteria.
wild-type animals gradually increases over time (which is what is seen in wild-type animals, but not so much in the other strains). This would be an interesting protein for a follow-up study. Casq2 which is found with high frequency in the TBNC model is also supported in [16] . In addition to the three datasets that we have investigated here, we also explore how the TBNC performs on several other subsets of genes that are based on comparisons between each class: WT, MDX, BSG and GSG to the others for the pairwise-test and strong-temporal-effect criteria. Therefore, each respective subset is expected to be biassed towards classifying that respective class. Figure 9 shows the results for the pairwise-tests and strong-temporal-effect criteria. It is clear on the pairwise-tests results that when the subset of genes are selected based upon a particular class, the classifier performs best at discriminating that class as would be expected, though this is not as clear on the BSG class. For the results using the strong-temporal-effect data, the effect is less evident. It is clear, however, that the classification of BSG, which is normally difficult, benefits greatly from the inclusion of some genes with strong temporal regulation in BSG.
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the use of Bayesian classifier architectures to classify time-series data with the aim of explaining the underlying structure of the data. The methods have been applied and tested on different subsets of real-world microarray data in order to classify forms of muscular dystrophy. In addition, the classifiers have enabled us to explore the interactions between genes responsible for differentiating between the classes. We have found that incorporating temporal information in the form of a time node results in more accurate classifiers that explicitly model time assisting in the interpretation of the models.
In [17] , we explored the use of simple Bayesian classifiers for selecting genes that differentiate between different classes. Due to the small sample sizes of our datasets, we only explored classifiers that assumed independence between genes. However, more interesting features could be discovered if we took into account the relationships between genes including the temporal ones. We intend to combine our work presented in this paper with our feature selection methods in order to identify combinations of genes that work together over time that determine the class of the gene profile in question. We also intend to incorporate expert knowledge by hard-wiring certain key relationships into the networks and experiment with a number of different biological resources.
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